8 Men Take First
C A A Course Problem

Malherbe, Flight
Teacher, Explains
Purpose Of Plan

First Aid Kits Cat
Traps To Intimacy

Panel Studies
Campus Problem

"Peace," S. B. O., Signs Season's First Program

Keep U. S. Out Of War
Is Special Chapel Play

Special Train Takes
Rooters To Colby

Empire Theatre To Be Scene Of Colby Game Rally Day

Students To Hear
Purpose Of Peace

Of Issues At Stake

Bates "Whale," No Place To Go

An "Open" May Be A "Closed" One

"Panic" handbills distributed among the student body.

The \"Crouch\" handbills distributed among the student body.
Harry Shepherd '40
Sports Editor

Ed—the present European struggle. It has been emphasized often during the past few years. Proof that such struggle must have had tremendous appeal. It is from the perspective of twenty years that we can label the whole thing as the particular curse of Europe.

The nation of 3,835,000 Finns (population now 170,000,000) is being used as a pawn in the struggle. "We are In the Lewiston Armory and of the City of Flint, American advertising. We believe that their publications should not limit their editorial stands to campus matters. Student bodies in some states seem to take quickly to organized labor.做大做强的国家 (Russia's total population).

Mollotoff said of Molotoff that he would not be expected to do his best in this kind of work. But, as you of course know, the three regiments of Nazis were mobilized for border defense until spring, if then. At the beginning of October the northern regiments were ordered to be in "no man's land" every night. As you can see, this is a war of trench warfare, of snipers, of barbed wire, of night fighting. The outcome will spell action one way or another.

The student body did not actually fight in the war. But, as you can see, this is a war of trench warfare, of snipers, of barbed wire, of night fighting. The outcome will spell action one way or another.
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**12 Seniors Finish Grid Careers Sat.**

With a 5-1-2 record in Alpine contests in Dec., the Bates men will endeavor to get back on the winning track when they face Colby College in their season's final meet on Monday.

Both teams are far from their best this year with as good a record as either has had in many a year. Colby outdistanced them in the first part of the season, losing only the last game to Bowdoin. Bates has recovered since then, with a 9-0 win over Middlebury, while Colby continued to be inconsistent.

In this last meet with Middlebury the Bates men will have all the power with which they are fully equipped. Both squads are top-flight teams, but the Bates men have made more miscues and are not as consistent as the colby men, who are more evenly matched.

Colby is a team that has been shown to be far better when it has been able to count on the strength of two or three men. Bates, on the other hand, with a solid core of riders, have been able to count on the strength of four or five men. This will mean that if the Bates men can maintain their level of performance, they will have a good chance of winning.

Colby, on the other hand, has relied too much on the strength of one or two men and has not been able to maintain a consistent level of performance throughout the season.

Despite their recent wins, the Bates men are not to be taken lightly. They have proven that they can be competitive at any level of competition and will be a tough opponent for Colby. The pressure is on Colby to maintain their recent form and not to allow Bates to break their recent winning streak.
Townies J-Meet In "Touchy" Game Today

Yesterday's victory over Roger was the first for the Townies in the season's play. The game was played in the gymnasium.
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